Anchor

Storage, simplified.

Knoll
Storage Where You Need It

A total solution for storage in the workplace, Anchor™ creates space to store personal and professional belongings securely, as well as to house group materials.

While individual work areas still require storage, much of today’s work is collaborative and happens outside of the primary workstation. From a quick stop to chat to a planned, formal meeting, Anchor is at the ready to accommodate all your storage needs.
Anchor’s blend of open and enclosed components offer efficient storage solutions that get belongings up off the floor and into a secure spot as people move throughout the office.
One size does not fit all. Anchor storage units act as building blocks, blending with Knoll systems furniture to create dynamic, tailored solutions that suit organizations’ distinct requirements.

The mix-and-match scope includes a wide variety of configurations to ensure a perfect fit each time. Anchor’s all-laminate construction, available in a broad selection of finishes, lends itself to an aesthetic that can flex from residential to corporate.
Anchor’s neutral aesthetic seamlessly integrates with a variety of Knoll products—including Horsepower®, Antenna® Workspaces, Dividends Horizon®, Tone™ and Fence—to create tailored solutions that suit a range of work modes and footprints.
Anchor’s extensive collection of lockers, credenzas, pedestals, and storage towers blends with Dividends Horizon to create a variety of enclosed and open work spaces.
Different work areas require a variety of solutions. Anchor’s comprehensive offering solves storage needs from the front to the back office. A wide range of sizes and finishes support a variety of planning approaches for workstations, private offices, administration areas, and activity spaces.

Supporting all methods of planning and work modes, Anchor storage ensures a cohesive aesthetic throughout the workplace.
Anchor’s slim profile creates a compact footprint while cleverly utilizing the space within to house a variety of personal and professional items.
Rising real estate costs are driving down the size of workstations as organizations seek to maximize their real estate footprint. Efficient and purposeful storage options add functionality to compact workstations, and ensure that all items in the workplace have a home.
Providing a secure spot to store personal and professional belongings brings peace of mind.

In a free-address work environment, the storage unit becomes the landing pad for mobile workers. Whether in a workstation, touch-down area, or collaborative space, Anchor storage offers smart locking solutions to stow belongings as people move throughout the space.

- Designed primarily for shared use, digital locks operate with a simple code, selected by the user. Management keys allow facilities to easily maintain the lock system.
Anchor™ Storage

Anchor, designed by Marc Krusin, is a collection of laminate storage that addresses organizational needs in the changing workplace.

The broad scope, designed with a universal aesthetic, is available in a variety of configurations, sizes, and finishes, ensuring seamless integration with the breadth of Knoll products.